In addition to established prerequisites, the submitted program/experience must achieve a YES in at least 2 out of the 4 CRITERIA in order to be approved as a Campus Life Experience

| Program Title: |
| Submitted By (Name & Affiliation): |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRITERIA</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Contributes to the achievement of Ideas in Action through alignment with one or more core foundations or capacities:**  
One or more of the following core foundations or capacities is the PRIMARY focus of the content and/or experience:  
*Literary, Artistic, Creative Expression*  
*Ethical Perspectives*  
*Global Understanding*  
*Science & Nature*  
*Justice, Equity, & Inclusion*  
*Self-Awareness, Health, &Well-being*  
*Civic Engagement, Public Service, & Philanthropy* | | | |
| **Provides an opportunity to perceive and make meaning of people, culture and ideas in new, unfamiliar or exceptional ways:**  
The program/experience engages students with the work of a world or nationally renowned artists, thought leader or collective AND/OR is one that most students would not be able to easily access outside of their UNC experience | | | |
| **Enriches and broadens college learning:**  
The program or experience provides an opportunity that is markedly different from the traditional classroom experience AND/OR transports the student beyond the role of passive listener by providing opportunities for active engagement (e.g. discussion, self-reflection, simulation, group work or tasks, creative response, etc.) | | | |
| **Bridges or illuminates important differences:**  
The program or experience challenges or supports students to reflect on or think critically about social, economic and/or political differences | | | |